


SOLDIERS. STORY FROM FERENTARI.
SYNOPSIS

Adi (40), a shy and introverted anthropologist who got recently dumped by his girlfriend, moves 
to Ferentari, the most notorious outcast neighbourhood in Bucharest. He wants to write a study 
on manele music. The pop music of the Roma community serves as a way out for some, but 
mostly as one more means for the mafia pimps to make money off their acts and keep them in 
slave-like dependency. 
While researching his subject, Adi meets Alberto, a Roma ex-convict and a bear of a man, 
who promises Adi to help him. Soon, the unlikely pair begins a playful romance in which Adi 
feeds Alberto with improbable plans of escaping poverty and Alberto reciprocates with well-
concocted phrases of love. Little by little their casual affair grows into love. And the funny and 
sweet teasing turns into something precarious, since Alberto is both dangerous and fragile and 
belongs to a world whose codes Adi doesn‘t understand.
 
A modern Romeo & Juliet set in the Roma outskirts of Bucharest.

THE DIRECTOR

Ivana Mladenovic was born in Serbia in 1984. After studying law in Belgrade, she moved to 
Romania where she graduated in film directing in 2010 at the National School of Film and 
Theatre (UNATC) in Bucharest. Her student short films were shown at various film festivals 
around the world.

Her filmography includes widely appreciated shorts such as MILKY WAY (2007), PIZZA LOVE 
(2008), which won Best Foreign Director at Porto Film Festival and was part of the Official 
Selection Plus at Camerimage Poland, and AFTERPARTY (2009), which won the award for Best 
Directing at the Early Bird Student Film Fest in Sofia and was also selected at Tel Aviv Student 
Film Festival and the Fresh Film Festival in Prague.
 
She started working on her first feature documentary TURN OFF LIGHTS in 2009, which was 
completed after 3 years. It premiered at the Tribeca Film Festival in April 2012 and won the Heart 
of Sarajevo Award for Best Documentary and Gopo Award for Best Romanian Documentary. 

In 2013, she was selected for a seven-month scriptwriting residency with the Nipkow 
Programme in Berlin.
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